
Service Brief

Executive Shield
Holistic risk assessment, monitoring; plus PII identification and removal

When online adversaries target your team members and their families, Nisos Executive 
Shield enables you to fully identify, assess, validate, and mitigate the risk.

For greater visibility into threats against key personnel, Nisos Executive Shield is a Managed 
Intelligence service that provides comprehensive, analyst-led assessments and ongoing monitoring 
of an individual’s risk profile. Executive Shield delivers the intelligence you need to detect exposure, 
avoid doxxing, stop fraud, and reduce security risks to high-visibility people.

Deep Open Source  
Collection Capabilities

Executive Shield is an analyst-led service 
that leverages OSINT tradecraft and discreet 
datasets to thoroughly assess and monitor 
your executive’s digital exposure and risk. 
Nisos actively collects various forms of breach 
data and subscribes to leading PII data 
brokers, ensuring the intelligence you receive 
is up-to-date, validated, and complete.

 
Two Levels of Coverage Available

Nisos Executive Shield provides cyber, physical, and reputational threat intelligence and ongoing 
exposure monitoring to protect one named person and their immediate family members. Includes 
bi-monthly PII removal.

Nisos Executive Shield Digital offers a lighter touch, digital-first assessment with ongoing exposure 
monitoring to protect one named person. Includes quarterly PII removal.

Nisos maximizes the protection 
of your key personnel with 
customized, actionable  
intelligence gathered 
through OSINT, analyst-led 
investigations, automated 
reporting, and PII removal.



Executive Shield

Annual Risk Assessments

Every Executive Shield engagement starts with an annual risk assessment of your selected executive 
or team member. Each annual assessment includes clear recommendations to improve protection. 

Executive Shield 

Includes a comprehensive Executive Vulnerability Assessment to identify and assess cyber and 
physical threats and vulnerabilities, provide sentiment analysis, and facilitate the identification of 
publicly-exposed personally identifiable information (PII) for your executive. 

Executive Shield Digital
Includes a Digital Exposure Assessment, focusing on employees’ digital footprint, including 
social media profiles, breached or stolen account credentials, and public personally identifiable 
information (PII).

Ongoing Monitoring

Executive Shield monitors and provides notifications of threatening social media mentions and 
concerning comments. Nisos focuses intently on threat actor activities that mention or organize 
efforts to physically target your executives, including:

 � Threats to your company employees, executives, and their families

 � Potentially harmful activities focused on individuals and their physical locations

 � Illegitimate registration of social media accounts and domain names 

 � “Doxxing” of executives and key personnel

 � Compromised account credentials



Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Removal

Executive Shield removes PII from publicly available databases and brokers where possible and 
documents any data that cannot be removed, or requires your executive to remove it themselves. 
Ongoing PII reduction is tracked and documented throughout your engagement. 

PII Reduction activities may include:

 

About Nisos®

Nisos is the Managed Intelligence Company™ Our analyst-led intel investigations, assessments, and 
monitoring services empower your security, intelligence, and trust and safety teams. We provide 
accurate, customized intelligence that guides your security and risk decisions – protecting your 
organization, assets, and people.   

For more information, visit: nisos.com  |  email: info@nisos.com  |  703-382-8400

Executive Shield

Feature Executive Shield Digital Executive Shield

Digital footprint assessment

Exposure reduction guidance

Cyber risk monitoring

Physical risk monitoring

Reputational risk monitoring

Sentiment analysis

Coverage for family

PII Identification and reduction Quarterly Bi-monthly

1. Automated removal

2. Manual opt-outs on public and private data 
broker sites 

3. Adding addresses and phone numbers to 
do not call lists 

4. Removing addresses and phone numbers 
from mailing lists

5. Blurring of images on Google or Bing 
StreetView
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